Crash carts contain medical equipment and supplies necessary to follow advanced cardiac life support protocols. Examples of medical devices, equipment and supplies contained in, or attached to, crash carts include defibrillators, cardiac boards, oxygen tanks, and intravenous medications. Harloff manufactures emergency crash carts and pediatric resuscitation carts that store and transport critical supplies used by qualified health care providers to treat those who have suffered serious and life-threatening physical injury.

**Q. How can Harloff’s emergency crash carts help improve trauma response times?**

**A.** Medical emergencies require immediate clinical assessment, stabilization and treatment of patients to prevent morbidity and mortality. Therefore, convenient access to the right medications and supplies is critical in these emergency situations. Harloff’s emergency crash carts provide easy access to medications, controlled substances and other supplies that practitioners need in one organized space.

**Q. How do Harloff’s crash carts differ from competitor’s carts?**

**A.** Harloff is the highest quality choice for emergency cart needs. We have a wide range of cabinet styles, drawer sizes and accessories to fit any requirement. Our carts are all made in the USA and sold through Prime Vendor, General Distribution, and Specialty Equipment suppliers. Our local representatives and inside sales team will work with you to provide the best customizing program available. Our internal design team can create non-standard products to fit any special need. Carts arrive mostly assembled with the exception of quick attachment of some accessories.

**Q. What locking options are available through Harloff?**

**A.** Harloff offers breakaway-locking, key-locking, mechanical push-button, and electronic locking carts. Harloff can design carts to have both a breakaway lock and key lock on the same cart. Harloff’s electronic locking carts auto-lock after a pre-determined time and can be programmed for users, accessed for audit trails, and set up for dual entry using PIN and magstripe access, or PIN and proximity card access.

For a quote on any of our full line of crash carts call the Acute Care Team at 1-800-433-4064